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QUESTION 1

A company runs its applications on Amazon EC2 instances. A network engineer must deny specific ports for all
applications and must allow only approved ports for each application. All outbound traffic from the instances must be
allowed. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Create a network ACL for each application to allow the application\\'s approved ports. Associate the network ACL
with the appropriate instances. Create a security group that denies the required specific ports. Associate the security
group with the appropriate subnets. 

B. Create a security group for each application to allow the application\\'s approved ports. Associate the security group
with the appropriate instances. Create a network ACL that denies the required specific ports. Associate the network ACL
with the appropriate subnets. 

C. Create a security group for each application to allow the application\\'s approved ports. Associate the security group
with the appropriate instances. Create a network ACL that denies the required specific ports inbound and denies all
ports outbound. Associate the network ACL with the appropriate subnets. 

D. Create a security group for each application to allow the application\\'s approved ports. Associate the security group
with the appropriate instances. Create an additional security group that denies the required specific ports. Associate the
additional security group with the appropriate instances. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are your company\\'s AWS cloud architect. You have created a VPC topology that consists of 3 VPCs. You have a
centralised VPC (VPC-Shared) that provides shared services to the remaining 2 departmental dedicated VPCs (VPC-
Dept1 and VPC-Dept2). The centralised VPC is VPC peered to both of the departmental VPCs, that is a VPC peering
connection exists between VPC-Shared and VPC-Dept1, and a VPC peering connection exists between VPC-Shared
and VPC-Dept2. 

Select the correct option from the list below. 

A. Network traffic is possible between VPC-Shared instances and VPC-Dept1 and VPC-Dept2 instances as long as the
appropriate routes and security groups are in place, but only for communication that is initiated from VPC1-Shared
instances as the default peering bi-directional communication flag has been disabled. 

B. Instances within VPC-Dept1 can communicate directly with instances in VPC-Shared, as long as the appropriate
routes and security groups are in place, and vice versa regardless of who initiates communication 

C. All network communication remains blocked between all VPCs until the respective peering bidirectional
communication flags are set to the appropriate setting that allows traffic to flow. 

D. Network traffic is possible between VPC-Shared instances and VPC-Dept1 and VPC-Dept2 instances as long as the
appropriate routes and security groups are in place, but only for communication that is initiated from VPC1-Shared
instances as the default peering bi-directional communication flag has been enabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 
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Answers A, C and D are incorrect answers as they reference a non-existing setting - there is no such thing 

as a "default peering bi-directional communication flag". 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/PeeringGuide/peering-configurations-
partialaccess.html#one-to-two-vpcs-instances 

 

QUESTION 3

What are two routing methods used by Route 53? (Choose two.) 

A. RIP 

B. Failover 

C. Latency 

D. AS_PATH 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: 

RIP is used for network routing and AS_PATH is used for BGP path manipulation. 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has recently established an AWS Direct Connect connection from its on-premises data center to AWS. A
Network Engineer has blocked all traffic destined for Amazon S3 over the company\\'s gateway to the internet from its
on-premises firewall. S3 traffic should only traverse the Direct Connect connection. Currently, no one in the on-premises
data center can access Amazon S3. 

Which solution will resolve this connectivity issue? 

A. Configure a private virtual interface on the Direct Connect connection. Update the on-premises routing tables to
choose Direct Connect as the preferred next hop for traffic destined for Amazon S3. 

B. Establish an S3 VPC endpoint for the company\\'s Amazon VPC. Configure a private virtual interface on the Direct
Connect connection. Update the on-premises routing tables to choose Direct Connect as the preferred next hop. 

C. Configure a public virtual interface on the Direct Connect connection. Update the on-premises routing tables to
choose Direct Connect as the preferred next hop for traffic destined for Amazon S3. 

D. Configure a public virtual interface on the Direct Connect connection. Establish an AWS managed VPN over the
connection. Update the on-premises routing tables to choose the VPN connection as the preferred next hop. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5
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A company has two redundant AWS Direct Connect connections to a VPC. The VPC is configured using BGP metrics
so that one Direct Connect connection is used as the primary traffic path. The company wants the primary Direct
Connect connection to fail to the secondary in less than one second. 

What should be done to meet this requirement? 

A. Configure BGP on the company\\'s router with a keep-alive to 300 ms and the BGP hold timer to 900 ms. 

B. Enable Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) on the company\\'s router with a detection minimum interval of 300
ms and a BFD liveness detection multiplier of 3. 

C. Enable Dead Peer Detection (DPD) on the company\\'s router with a detection minimum interval of 300 ms and a
DPD liveliness detection multiplier of 3. 

D. Enable Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) echo mode on the company\\'s router and disable sending the
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) IP packet requests. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/directconnect/faqs/ 
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